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Abstract
Cloud computing provides several facilities to the users amongst
which the most prevalent is data storage. The users are permitted
to download or upload their data anywhere and anytime to the
server. But retrieving data leads to several issues related to the
confidentiality and privacy. The users generally store their data
on the cloud in encrypted form in order to ensure security and
privacy. This encrypted data presents various new challenges.
Because of such issues compression technique known as data
deduplication is discussed in this paper. Deduplication
technology, which removes duplicate copies, is a smart solution
which saves space and traffic over disk. In this paper, proposed
strategies and operations for deduplication are also discussed
which describe the procedure for de duplication mechanism. It
also discusses about the key operations performed for data
deduplication.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, cloud computing has become the future scope
of numerous IT corporations [24].These days cloud
computing is empowering its user by providing limitless
and efficient space for storage and also the accessibility
and availability of data everywhere and at every time
[25].As the digital data is increasing at a fast frequency,
the services of the cloud are gaining popularity. Most of
the enterprises have decided to outsource all their records
to the CSP in order to have better administration of their
resources [22].As the rate at which data is increasing in the
past years, there is a need for a new data compression
technology known as data deduplication. This is an
effective compression technique which can identify the
redundancy in data and removes it and can also improve
the storage space utilization and reduces the bandwidth of
transmitted data. The term data deduplication basically
means the technique which stores only a single copy of any
data in place of storing multiple replicas of the same data
and further providing simply the links of those copies [3].
Data compression technique also reduce the number of
disks used in any process to minimize the energy costs
[27]. So, some of the important advantages of
deduplication are:
a) Reducing Input Output traffic, which results in higher
Input Output throughput.

b) Saving disk space, which automatically leads to saving
cost on purchasing storage devices
Besides having those advantages, deduplication still has
some issues which hinder its acceptance by all the users.
The major problem is its privacy of data. Even though the
data is uploaded in the encrypted format to the cloud, but
still there is no guarantee about the trustworthiness of the
CSP [22]. Also, the data that has been encrypted by the
traditional encryption methods which use a complete file as
their encryption unit cannot take profit of deduplication
techniques because of several issues [29]. To deal with
such duplication difficulty data deduplication is a
mechanism which is used to free up the storage space. In
deduplication mechanism, hash code is used for deleting
the duplicate data from the system. Hash code is a static
length. When user uploads data for storage, its hash code is
created using Hashing Algorithm such as SHA, MD5,
Tiger, Whirlpool and so on and then hash code verification
is done by the server from the hash index which has the
record of all the hash codes. If that generated hash code
matches with the other hash code present it means that data
is duplicated and there is no need to store again that
already stored data, then in this case data will be deleted
but a pointer will be connected to the original data. If hash
code does not match with the other hash codes, then that
data will be uploaded to the cloud and new hash code entry
will be done in hash index.
The deduplication becomes inconsistent with the
conventional encryption method. All the various clients
may encrypt the same file into various cipher texts, making
deduplication a challenge. So, convergent encryption use
hash code as a key for encryption. Due to this, the similar
file would give the similar cipher text. But this is also not
efficient enough as any attacker may get the complete file
from the server by just knowing the hash of the file.
Therefore, to solve this issue, the concept of Proof of
Ownership came over which the owner prove itself to the
server that he is the actual owner of the file [24]. The data
deduplication strategies have been categorized as follows:
Block-level de-duplication can segment the files in blocks
and also stores one copy of every block only. The system
may either use blocks of fixed size or of variable size.
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File-level de-duplication is another popular service type
in which only one copy of every file is being stored.
[28][16]
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data. But, if the same data is already stored then the user
needs to upload its metadata only, and then server makes a
pointer pointing to the already stored data. So, this
approach improves both bandwidth and the storage space.

Deduplication can generally occur on two sides as
explained below.
Server Side Data deduplication: It occurs on the site of
the server. This deduplication takes place under CAP and
CSP. Whenever any user upload a file to the cloud, the
server verifies that whether the same data is already
present or not. If the file is not present in the cloud, then
that file will get uploaded else the server rejects that file.
So, here the server does the deduplication after the
reception of file.

Target based approach of deduplication: Unlike the
previous approach, here user is not aware of any deduplication that may occur to his uploaded data. The user
just uploads the data to the cloud without any redundancy
check and then the server performs the de-duplication
process after receiving the data. So, this approach only
improves the storage space but is unable to handle
transmission volume. [15][16]

Client Side Data deduplication: It uses the concept of
hashing or tag generation using hashing algorithms. It
compares the calculated hash code and sends hash code
before uploading the file into the cloud. After receiving
hash code it checks whether hash code is present. If that
file is stored then user will discard the file and its file will
be connected by pointer. Otherwise file will be uploaded.
[11]

Data deduplication system model contains three kinds of
objects:Owner of data and Data Holders: The owner is one who
owns data and upload that to the cloud service provider.
Whenever the owner uploads any data to the CSP, their
passwords and identifications should be verified. Then,
they encrypt data and upload it to the CSP alongwith its
information of the corresponding index, known as the tag
and this tag generation is done by hashing. The person who
uploads the data for the first time is known as data owner
and the other users are known as data holders. Data owner
have high priority than data holders.

2. Motivation
Data stored over cloud and flows through network in the
plain text format is a serious security threat. So client
encrypts the data and sends it to cloud storage provider. It
is found that deduplication technique can save up to 90%
storage, dependent on applications. [17] Convergent
encryption has security flaws with regard to ownership
revocation and tag consistency. [3] Big data workloads
have redundancy. On average, 44% of the active data set in
our big data workloads is redundant. Two Schemes of
deduplication are: Inline Scheme and Offline Scheme. In
inline scheme deduplication gets performed before the data
is saved so that both disk traffic and space are saved. In
offline scheme deduplication gets performed after the data
is saved on hard drives. It is used to save disk space.

3.2 System Description

CSP: The CSP or the cloud service provider is that unit
whose function is to provide the storage services in cloud.
It comprises of further two units which are cloud storage
and the cloud server. It basically acts as a database. The
cloud server maintains data structure to achieve access
control to identify the owner.

3. Background
3.1 Architecture of deduplication
Source based approach of deduplication: Here, before
uploading any data to cloud the user firstly sends an
identifier or the tag of his/her data (such as the hash value)
to the storage server before uploading it to the cloud. The
server performs the data redundancy check operation. If
the data has not been previously stored to the cloud, then
user uploads his new data and server stores the complete

Fig.1 Deduplication system model [1]
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AP: The main function of AP or the authority provider is
to manage the ownership lists comprising of the tag and
identities of all the owners for the stored data. It also
controls the access to data and manages dynamic
ownership. It helps in verification as well. [2]
3.3 Security Requirements
The requirements needed for the security of data
deduplication in the system can be itemized as follows:Data privacy: Unauthorized data owners or the data
holders who are unable to prove their realness must not be
allowed to access data residing in cloud.
Tag consistency: Consistency of the tag must be checked
against the attacks by the algorithm like the deduplication
algorithm should provide security against identical attack
in which a valid file is changed by a fake file with the same
tag, and an attacker who only has the tag of the data gets
the corresponding file. This leads to unlawful access of
data which create trouble.
Forward and backward secrecy: In file-level
deduplication, forward secrecy describes that after any
request for deletion or updation of the data, the users must
not be allowed to access the data stored in cloud whereas
backward secrecy describes that whenever the data owner
uploads data already existing in the storage, the user must
not be allowed to access data before the ownership check.
Away from the security requirements, efficiency is most
important for data deduplication. As the volume of stored
data is humungous, parameters like storage effectiveness,
transmission effectiveness and computation effectiveness
must be achieved. [2]

4. Literature Survey
Various researchers have developed several schemes
which work on deduplication mechanism. Some of the
schemes involve deduplication on encrypted data. The
traditional schemes had some security issues. The research
work of different researchers has been summarized below.
In paper [1] a scheme is proposed to deduplicate encrypted
format data stored in cloud and it deals with the ownership
challenge and proxy re-encryption. When the data holders
are offline it also supports deduplication.
A secure data deduplication scheme with efficient Proofof-Ownership process for dynamic ownership management
has been proposed in [2]. Cross-user file-level and Insideuser block-level data deduplication are also gets supported
over this scheme.
In [4] they have given a DeDup app which is easy to use
application interface based on the challenges of ownership
and re-encryption. The efficiency of scheme is a result of
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the computer simulation and the analysis performed.
DeDup app which is a client-side application for
deduplication supports different tasks like registration
uploading, downloading and deletion of file in a graphical
user interface.
In [6] a system is proposed in which data gets uploaded
onto cloud in the encrypted format. At the same time,
duplication is checked before storing data onto cloud so
that the space on cloud should not get wasted and rent that
the user has to pay to CSPs would also get reduced.

5. Key Operations and Procedures
System comprises the following key operations:Upload: Data is uploaded at server on encrypted format. If
there is no duplicacy found, the data user encrypts the data
to guarantee the confidentiality and safety, and upload the
data at CSP with the hash code.
Data Deduplication: It takes place when data holder
wants to upload the same data that was already stored in
the CSP. For identifying the duplicated data, CSP will do
the hash comparison using hashing algorithm. If check is
positive, CSP contacts AP for deduplication and AP
challenges data ownership and data holder eligibility also
checked by AP, and then it issues a re-encryption key
which convert the encrypted data to a form that will be
decrypted by the authorized data holder.
Data Deletion: If data holder wants to delete data from
server, Firstly Cloud Service Provider manages the records
of duplicated data holders and then it remove the
duplication record of the requested user. If the records are
left, then in this case CSP will not remove the encrypted
data stored, it only deletes the block of requested user. If
there is nothing, the encrypted data should be removed at
CSP.
Updation of Encrypted Data: If a data owner updates a
key DEK with DEK’ and then provides this new encrypted
data to the CSP for replacing the previous data stored in
order to accomplish better security, so the CSP provides
the latest re-encrypted DEK’ to all the data holders.
Ownership Management: Whenever any data owner
uploads his data after the data holder, re-encryption takes
place at cloud service provider for appropriate holders.
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data. [7] Finally the solution is data deduplication
technique, which is a perfect hit. Duplicated data occupy
gigantic storage space and handling power of system.
When performing data deduplication over data increase the
performance of system in relations of deduplication ratio,
speed of read/write operations will be improved due to a
reduced amount of overhead, storage space utilization will
be advanced, data transmission speed will be improved and
power consumption will be truncated and it also provide
efficient storage cost of data.
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